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Enterprise Wide Area Network (eWAN)

- NISP eWAN job aid posted April 2019
- eWAN mailbox dss.quantico.dss.mbx.nisp-ewan@mail.mil

DSS Assessment & Authorization Process Manual (DAAPM)

- Reflects new NIST guidance
- Proposal Systems

Assessment and Authorization

- DSS highly recommends submissions IS 90 days before need whether reauthorization or new systems
- Type Authorization
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eMASS

— Effective 6 May 2019, all requests for IS authorization or re-authorization must be submitted through eMASS

— All authorization requests submitted in OBMS prior to 6 May 2019 will be processed by DSS for an authorization decision. Once the authorization decision has been rendered, all artifacts must be transferred to eMASS. This will end the process in OBMS
eMASS

— No later than 30 September 2019, industry partners must transfer the authorization letter and all supporting artifacts for all existing authorizations from OBMS to eMASS. Refer to section 7.5.1.1 Part 1 of the DAAPM for a listing of artifacts. For Bulk Processing transfers of RMF packages from OBMS to eMASS, refer to the NISP eMASS Job Aid.

— On 30 September 2019, OBMS will shut down and be sunset/retired and will be inaccessible to Industry
I have several questions.